HabaCHAIN® Flexi 7100HA
Installation guide

Assembly of C7100HA

HabaCHAIN® Flexi 7100HA (e.g. C7100K0248PTHA) consisting of:
- solid link
- knurled pin
- solid bushing

Make sure the bushing is inserted the correct way. Plug the bushing with the correct orientation in the appropriate chain link.

A chamfer on the bushing and a nose in the chain link avoids misalignment of the bushing.
For assembly and disassembly of the chain use a hammer and the appropriate HabaCHAIN® C7100HA pin tool.

For assembly plug the knurled pin from the correct side (big hole diameter) in the appropriate chain link. Make sure to insert the smooth (unknurled) end of the pin first. Push the pin in until the knurl by hand. Then drive the pin through until the pin is centered in the link.

For disassembly make sure you drive the pin out from the side with the small hole diameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chain type</th>
<th>Pin tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C7100K0248--HA</td>
<td>C7100T248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7100K0325--HA</td>
<td>C7100T325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7100K0405--HA</td>
<td>C7100T405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interlinking of C7100HA with old C7100K design

HabaCHAIN® Flexi 7100K (e.g. C7100K0248PTAA) consisting of:
- slotted link
- knurled pin
- slotted bushing

a) Use the slotted bushing for the slotted link of C7100K0248PTAA chain section.
b) Use the solid bushing for the solid link of C7100K0248PTHA chain section.

Use two knurled pins for interlinking a) and b).
Interlinking of C7100K0248--HA with FlexLink® XL chain

FlexLink® XL chain consisting of:
- solid link
- smooth pin
- solid bushing

a) + b) Use the HabaCHAIN® C7100K0248--HA bushing and the knurled pin to connect the FlexLink® chain section with the HabaCHAIN® C7100K0248--HA chain section and vice versa.
Interlinking of C7100K0325--HA with FlexLink® XM chain

FlexLink® XM chain consisting of:
- solid link
- smooth pin
- solid bushing

a) Drill the FlexLink® XM bushing up to a diameter of 6.1 mm / 0.24” or use a special bushing C7100D0126NYHA+004 (black color). Use this bushing and the knurled HabaCHAIN® C7100K0325--HA pin to connect the FlexLink® XM chain section with the HabaCHAIN® C7100K0325--HA chain section.

b) Use the HabaCHAIN® C7100K0325--HA bushing and the smooth FlexLink® pin to connect the HabaCHAIN® C7100K0325--HA chain section with the FlexLink® XM chain section.

Please note:
HabaCHAIN® C7100K0325—HA cannot be interlinked with FlexLink® X85 chain series.
Interlinking of C7100K0405--HA with FlexLink® XH chain

FlexLink® XH chain consisting of:
- solid link
- smooth pin
- solid bushing

a) + b) Use the HabaCHAIN® C7100K0405--HA bushing and the knurled pin to connect the FlexLink® chain section with the HabaCHAIN® C7100K0405--HA chain section and vice versa.

Product liability, application considerations
If the proper selection and application of Habasit products are not recommended by an authorized Habasit sales specialist, the selection and application of Habasit products, including the related area of product safety, are the responsibility of the customer.

All indications / information are recommendations and believed to be reliable, but no representations, guarantees, or warranties of any kind are made as to their accuracy or suitability for particular applications. The data provided herein are based on laboratory work with small-scale test equipment, running at standard conditions, and do not necessarily match product performance in industrial use. New knowledge and experiences can lead to modifications and changes within a short time without prior notice.

BECAUSE CONDITIONS OF USE ARE OUTSIDE OF HABASIT’S AND ITS AFFILIATED COMPANIES CONTROL, WE CANNOT ASSUME ANY LIABILITY CONCERNING THE SUITABILITY AND PROCESS ABILITY OF THE PRODUCTS MENTIONED HEREIN. THIS ALSO APPLIES TO PROCESS RESULTS / OUTPUT / MANUFACTURING GOODS AS WELL AS TO POSSIBLE DEFECTS, DAMAGES, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, AND FURTHER-REACHING CONSEQUENCES.